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AoIlowing is a translation of an entry entitled
.M'.bernetika.I (Cybernetics) by A. I. Kitov, in the

:.ýa,±an language publication Fisinheskiy E.tlio
diqhaskIy Slover' ( yclop dc L ctio of Physics),"Wol II, Moscow, 1962, pp " 7-.62

Cybernetics is a science dealing with the general laws of
control and carl unication processes in orgwaized systems such as
the living organiam, the machine, or their combinations. Cyberne-
tics sltudies control processes mainly from the point of view of
infomAtion (see Inlormation, theory of). For this reason cyberne-
tics is also defined as the science dealing with the sensing, trans-
mnision6, storage, processing, and utilization of information Ln liv-
ing organisas, machines, and their combinationN.

A systematic presentation of the general concepts and methods
of cybD!netice wap giver, in 1948 by N. Wiener (2). A considerable
:oel i: the creation of cybernetics was played by the works of C.
Sh:•u, on the theory of relay and contact vestems, the theory of

-um'•o!ision of infonration, &nd the theory of autamata (2,9), as
welL at by the works of J. Nesmann on the theory of electronic com-
puters, the automata theory, and the matheriatical theory of games.

The birth of cybernetis3 a3 a general theox-y of control was
brought about by the practical need for prodiuoing complex auxmo~atic
control systems, and was associated %ith the arrival of electronic
computere representing a powerful tool in the automation of variouls
data processing and control processes. It is characteriatic of cyber-
netics that- it arose an a rerult of the integration ard interaction
of the achievevents and methods of a number of mathe tical and bio-
loeical sciences. The development of autosiatic control theor7y based
largely on the work of A. 1. Lyapguncv and I. V. V~rn•? e' , and
the publioation by I. P. Pavlov of the objective methocds of studying
the activity of higher nervous systems provided a lar-e amou,,t of
factual material on which far-reaching generalizations could, bc based,
and helped to reveal a number of analogies and general principles of
control shared by the living organism and the machine. The theory of
retle,, %&ich explains the control processes arising in a living
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Fganism as well as the mechailm of adaptation by the organil toto
the external environncnt, is esaantiaxly baamd on the same principles
of trav.nwssian of infonuation raid feedback as those which fcrv-, the
basis of the theory of automatic control (17, 18, 19). A significant
part in the development of cybornetics was also played by such scien-
ces as evolution and theoretical genetics which study the proc ses
of evolution of biological species and transmission of hereditary in-
formation, The sciences directly participating in the formation of
cybernetics include mathematical economics and methods of studying
war operations which were developed during World War II and deal
with communication and control processes in nublic life on the one
hand, and the theories of communication and coisputers dealing with
tranmaission and processing of inforlation in industry on the other.

In contrast with the above disciplines which studvy control
processes in various concrete fieIds, cybL-netics deals with general
laws relating to any given control process regardless of its nature.
Examples of the early specifically developed branches of cybernetics
can be seen in Wiener's theory of filtering of random processes and
A. N. Kolmogorovta theorl of interpolation and extrapolation of ran-
dom processee (12).

The irportance of cybernetics resides primarilv in the construc-
tion of a single theory of control processes, and in the elaboration
of a single method of studying them. In spite of the extraodinar.ily
large number of concrete &mifertations of control processes, it is
evident that they are basically similar in nature, and occur in accor-
dance with a con•ton pattern. Any given control process is always
associated with an organized system which embodies its own control
system, and with the ocntrolled, or active organs connected together
by means of communication channels. Living organisms are examples of
natural organizod systems. Apart frm the living organism, the onlv
other type of organized systems Icown is represented by artificial
systems created by man.

The presence of purpose is the characteristic feature of any
given control process* Control is equivalent with the organization
of purposive behavior. The aim of the process of control in the
general case is the adaptation of the orgenized system to its en-
viroraient, which is essential to its continued existence or the per-
formance of its functions. The aim of the process of control is the
criterion of the quality of perforajice of the regulating system.

Control is always accomplished on the basis of reception,
transmission, and processing of information under the conditions of
interaction between a given organized systen and its environmomt.
Information is usually defined as new data about some occurrences
or phenomena. A more precise definition of the concept of information

Joan be given in connection with the concept of memory. Kemory is the
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capacity of organized matter to fix selectively external stimuli, and
to store in time and recall (fully or partly) their traces under oer-
tain conditions. Only livina organisms and artificial control systems
have memory. Their functioning in time and space is always conditioned
not only by the nature of the current stimAll of the environment and
their own current physical state, but also by the information stored
in their memory. Thus information can be defined as the sensing by
the control system of external stimuli mediated by memory. Any given
external stimulus has information for the control system only when
that information is associated in any giver degree with the traces of
the past stimuli stored in the system's mweory, provided the stimulus
is recognized by that system. This form of stimulation is basically
different from direct physical stimuli whose results are fully deter-
mtued by the stimuli themselves. It is also of fundamental importance
that the recognition of information is possible not only in the case
when the received stimulus (signal) ful)y coincides with one received
in the past. laformation is recognized and extracted by the control
system also from stimuli having a complex relationship with those
received in the past (e.g., partial coincidence, coincidence of com-
binations, etc.).

The methods of recognizing infoxTation by living organisms
are extremely complex and varied, and their study is still at a
elementary stage* These methods vary sharply depending on the de-
gree of organization of the living organiem.

The control system transmits conmand info.%ation to the active
organs through direct comunication channels, and it receives, through
the feedback channels, the information from the active organs about
their actual state and about the execution of the ccmmand. The cnn-
trol system also receives information conoerning the state of the en-
vironment from special sensing or measuring organs. On the basis of
information received, the control system works out the omnands which
determine the action of the active organs and the future state of the
entire organized system.

In contrast with the general scheme outlined above, use is
made sometimes in the simpler cases of technolog of direct control
according to a predetermined program, without the use of feedback.
Feedback is replaced by a prior calculation of the expected reactions
of tChe environment at any given stage of control, and is thus present
in a latent form. The presence of the control algorithm is character-
istic of all control processes. By algorithm we mean a sysTem of
formal laws which clearly and unequivocally determine the process
of attaining a given aim, and, in particular, the order of solving
the tasks of a given class. An allorithm is distinguished by the
following characteristics: a) a definiteness of the algoritha, con-
sisting in the sharpness of its component manifestations, their ful
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in~igiilt..'Tto ý-4 wil-- ;raau~ih oodna laowtý,o natzire of
the tasic; b)wwwiiy0, agrtn, oasn mis applios-
'l:lýY- not to justtorý, 010) .It `to a zaw;ber of vwr±.ant3 of t~he initial
d~ata i~e., to the ihole~ claui of task*; and c) the.ability of the
algrithui to wlairv at results, consistinr, bi the faq 't that the wi~-

bqr of operationia lead:xig to a 4vnresult is rinlte for any per-
ratioablce array of LUU4l da,,L

The Uheoxry of a. oritiuas arose in the ,3Co out of matheiwa-
tci~l. 1o%,ic in connection with stadies of thi 'Uneoratical aspects
of the riatture ot sorae ratheoaýatiaal problem:;4 As oybaixuetics deovel.oped,,
it bzcham &pparsrit that &l,7,critrw~s play an !a..z)ortun role in tho des-
cr~pt.Lon. end atl(fJ tllhe varaaus ixilorxet~iau cesosi~g and. control
ij*'0xIOe VtS (212 22). The-i conceptot of ptupToee and alk-orithwts in cejbar-
:vI~tios w a vrery 'rowlin±L e'preL31tior1. in th-ý cruze of artificlal

al'-prithtl of control ar'e pixt into thase syste~ms from outscide in- the
CICII'sf of fomiwt~ion o±f twheati syst.w. For Uinstance,, in the case of
the au 1%o.xitic 4fiJIIt control in a plane, the a~ I ICcn~el~~ue

~o ~~hngthe lrULt 2ient of the praEc:rrznee fi..tht parameters (co-
o~iiw pi~edi, ac rto5~while. tho control a!4gOritJ= con-

il5W of 04)q,'M'At(I3' delseuInking the pxsi-tiOM of thri eleriwnto control-
lin,- tioe nxitdere, oine oniines of the plane an the act~ual parametors;
dow-ate V roýr; thio o ) ar valueo. Let a~n adm.Ix~trative control

F:.70C! n e Iutratod byr the ecxrwpla of a~ %/ste=- controlling an in-
dtw2'i2. ntepr~r;~'where the aim of contr'ol ise to secure the attain-

1-10rlt Oc fA V?.o c. production, aml the algorithm consists of
Ote to-1ality' of Lechnicd 5. engi~nseringpannadeo~i ou
re ntation. O~~iidh r~la4stho work of the witerprise. In the case of
*i't:L-" ciystiei -.:f J.~i cthe purpose and r%4.aoritivii of
cor~trcii. art forxcxxi 51.1 a ca~zsative maanner ae a result of IcMnS

c'~Luti -or ~cr e tA~e, the ye rj' process of biological evolution
a contx'ol proce~ss, -rhose aiLu it is to adapt the organiwi

to its ernv-:Lj~r3334-t, whLe hu a4--pit'un oxisits of the 'Laws Of niatu-
riýjI $Zloo-tion. T11Uas, the cyer ai oricat of purpose also embodies
mwth 'pýýp-.tv pecuiliar t~o the ccntrol o;yotem: of 1 ivin , oreganiars as

zpno cservtatiorn of thes stability of its c:?ganizazion, (hcueoaitasis).

'rhe rtii( of I~he at'cr~.~o the naturp.1 fomation of prr-
I..4~i con'trul Loyat~mI3, .in liv-az, orýjanwia ccinati~tutes one Cr the
m.nproblem of cyburtie* Acs. Th~solution of' this" Problem Aill per-

wit; a deeper understandJy~p, of -aie relationship between cause azid
e~'iecl, ;In nature m,. the baxis o;C arn explanation of concrete neehan-
-.1I4zt and~ pthmieratical relatiorships cdete.-idnngt the trrmsitioni from
Qi u~ie deterzinistic behavio.- of the individual elements of
Uwe *,'st~a to the ILThtpoulVe fozz of behavior of the systdr as a

* t ajppesxrs that the main characteristic of the cause-and-
rfe~t~el,,tionshipx in a purposefuLly funcetiondas system is the
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-eence of the feedback influence of the consequences on, the inter
nal causes which determine the course of the pt 'es,.

Apart frcm its theoretical importance, cybernetice has a great
pratitles sigificance as the theory providing a unified approach to
Lho study of artificial and natural control systae,, and the utiliza-
tion of the principles of living control systems in technoloor. Bion-
icN, v4iich is a special branch of cybernetics, deals directly with
tbo study and application of the principles of action of the sensing
and control organs in living organisms in the construction of various
manr-cude devices. An Important practicil aim of cybernetics is con-
nected with the problem of iforAtional symbiosis of man and machine
in the process of solution of various scientific tasks. In contrast
with Ute existing methods of an autonotnus use of machines for the
solution of discrete problems, the infoimational symbiosis envisages
a close and direct interaction between rivn and machine in the process
of creative thinking. Ilan reserves the function of posing the prob-
lets, fo'mulatJing the questions and hypotheses, and analyzing the
data, while the machine takes o'iner the task of gathering and process-
:Lqg materixXl, carring out the calculations, assembling references,
and presenting data in a form convenient for analysis.

D)eink a unified theory of control processes, cybernetics em-
braces three different branchest the information theory,, the theory of
programming (or methods of control), and the theory of control systems.

Information theor (see Infoimiation, theory of) deals with the
study of ,the methods of coding (transformation), transmission, and
sensing of information. Transr.4ission of infoz-iiation is acccmpli3hed
with the aid of sigals which are physical processes whose given Para-
meters are in unequivocal eori-esponden•c vith the information being
tr*"nsmitted. The establishment of such correspondence is called cod-
"-u,, (see Code, Coder). Although the transmission of any signal re-
quires ian expenditure of enerar, the amount of energy expended is
nat:, in tie ;eneral case, connected with the quantity, and parti-
cular217 the quality of information transmitted, This constitutes one
of the main characteristics of control processes: the control of
large streams of ener• can be accomplished using sigals requiring
inninificont amounts of ener&- for their transmission.

The most thoroughly developod aspect of the information the-
ox7 is the statistical approach, which is based on the probability
characteristics of the message in transmission. '4'he central concept
of the information thoory is the measure of the infonzation content
defined as the change in the degree of uncertainty in the expects-
tion of soae attribute of the message before and after the reception
of the message. This criterion permits the measurement of the infor-

1 ,ation content in a message in a manner siilar to that in which the
"ruount of energy is measured in physics, and an evaluation of the J
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effectitveness of the various methods ot coding if ormatic- as well -
as the throughput capacity and reststance to interference of various
communication channels (S, 9, 10j, 33). The mathematical definition of
the juwntities of information is arrived at in the following mannser
In Vie theory of probability, a full system of occurrences it a group
of oocuvrences Al, A .,..A in which one, and only one of these
occurl'nces neoeusar12• appears for each trial. For instance, the
appesArince of 1, 2, 3 4P, 5 or 6 when a die is cast, or the appear-
ance of either heads or tails upon tossing a coin. A simple alterna-
tive, I.e., a pair of opposite occurrences, exists in the latter case.

A finite scheme is a full system of occurrences Al, A2 ,o.,..A,
given together with its probabilities: Pi, P2i .. Pn:

where Ps ~ ;/Ao

Each terminal scheme has its ow given uncertainty; i.e., we
know only the probabilities of the possible outcomes, but it is
uncertAin viich particular outcome will appear in reality.

The theory of information introduces the following charac-
terir~ic for estimating the degree of uncertainty for an given finite

system of occurrences:

II(P , ... .>--• , lo PI, (2.)

where 1.he logarithms are at an arbitrary, but always the same base;
when Pk N O, it is assumed that Pk 10g Fk a 0. The quantity H is
called entropy of a given finite scheme of occurrences, and has the
following properties:

1. The quantity H(PI, P22,i,..Pn) is continuous with respect to

2. H(P1 , P2,..Pn) a 0 on.l when one of the taers PI, P2'",Pn
equals one, and the remaining ones equal zero, i.e., the entropy
equals zero when there is no uncertainty In the finite scheme;L
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3. H(P1, P2D*'oPr) has its mainum value when all Pk are
equal to each other, io'. w when the tinite scheme has the sreatest
degree of uncertainty. In this case

II(PI; PI, ... M.)-,A- ph log p,--l ,3)

Furthermore, entropy has the property of being additive, in
that the entropy of two independent finite schemes is equal to
the sum of the entropies of these schemes. The above expression for
entropy is quite convenient, and it fully oharacterises the'degree
of uncertainty of this or that finite schme of occurrences. The
information theory proves that the above form of equation for en-
tropy is the only one that satisfies the three foregoing properties.

The data concerning the results of the trial whose possible
outcomes are determined by a given finite scheme A, represents
some information removing the uncertainty existing prior to the trial.
The greater the degree of uncertainty of the finite scheme, the
greater is the amount of information obtained as a result of conduc-
ting the trial and removing the uncertainty. Since the degree of
uncertainty of a finite scheme is characterized by its entropy,
it is expedient to measure the amount of information obtainable in
the trial in terms of this quantity. This means that, in the general
case, the amount of inforration about any Ziven system which has
different probabilities of the possible outcomes is determined by
the entropy of the finite scheme which characterizes the behavior
of that system.

Since a statement of the result of a choice ,between two
equally probable alternatives, which constitutei the simplest form
of information, is taken as the unit of information, the base of
logarithms in the expression for entropy is usually 2.

Of particular importance is the study of the natural systems
of coding hereditary information which secure the storage, In a
negligible amount of matter, of an enormous amount of information.
Here a single cell contains the characteristics of a fully1 grown
organism.

. Of prime importance is the connection, established by cyber-
netics, between the concept of information and that of the thermo-
dynamic concept of entropy. Thermocdynmic entropy characterize@
the degree of "disorder" (or chaos) of a given physical system,
while information characterizese the degree of "disorder" of the
source of information. Therefore, from the information point of view,
entropy characterizes the degree of inadequacy of information about

1a given physical system. If we regard a laboratory in which a hytji
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ar:Lnent is being p••thortixe1 ,v.1 e closed phyuieal system we cX1n
estimate the likel3 increase in the entropy *f this systemA and the
amount of information 4,ich can be obtained an a result of the etper.
iment. For inistanoe, lt us study an isolated syster, in which an
adiabatic transformation characterized by oornstant entropy is tak-
ing place. In order to measure the parameters of thU system (pressure,
temperature, etc.), it is necessary to connect the system to the
measuring, instr;uents, which leads to ai, increase in the entropy of
the system, 4hich now consists of the system under stu(dy plus rho
measuring inc-rnionts. The amounh of information obtained as a result
of measurement will always be smaller than the increase in entropy
due to the experiezzet.

The treatment of thei.voynmAic ntropy from tho vimqroint of
infoniation has a direct bear~•ig on the uncertainty principle In
quantum phyevs..o If the process of observation is not to influence
ito results, it is im)erative that the increase An the entropy of
tha system comprising the object of study and the measuring instru-
ments be negolgibly w•iull in. cirijarison with the full entropy of the
aystaem umner observation. In this case the experiment can be consid-
ered undisturbed, or reproducible. Otherwise, the experiment must be
considered to be an irreversible process. The methods of the statis-
tical theo60 of .iformation can be App2ied in tne general planning
wid organiz.tion of physical excerdinent5, evalu'ation of their results,
and i-, tiv.e analysis of the effectiveness of various methods of obser-
'vation (7).

In addition to the problem of estimatir& the amount of infor-
mation and evaluating the reliability of its transmission and stor-
age, of considerable importance in the studr of the various ronas of
its prosent:.ation. This •roblcm Ui virtua`ly] untoic-hed in the t'ýhory
of In.)-miation. A given amount of ipformaticn zmz be more or >:'.
•cnes~ible to practical use depending on the method of its prr~en-
tation, and the trzsfort7ation of information from one form tni.o
arot!;er is frequently very complicated. For instance, the same infor-
r:,d{ or can be presented in Vie analytic&I,, graphic, or tabular forimj.
TechaL-naal3jY, the three forms cont&in the saine information, but. differ
In the convenience of its utiligation. Tre new seMantic trend now
beaig developed within the theory of iufIormaton deaLs with the prob-
lem of quantitative expreasion of the information content, whioh redu-
ces eesentially to the btady of the forns of presentatian and means of
nampcction of info.mation, i.on, i+0 transformation Into a nore 'con-
onnical form. One of the batic aims of this trend is to study the pro-
cosses of image recognition in living organisms, and to model these
processes in artificial systems. The process of image formation is
precisely one of transforming information received in the form of a
large number of concrete iistances into a totality of characteristics



and their connotations. A quantitative approach to the question of
the value of information to the receiver is also being developed,
Aefming that Information is gathered for the purpose of achieving
a iliv-n aim, its value can be measured as the difference of probabil-
itllex of attaining this aim before and after the information is re-
ceived (14)0

As theory of irogr, an in its broadest sense 'represents a
science dealin with the study and development of the methods of
description and modelling of all information processing and control
activities. Here belong prqmarlly the theory of programming the pro-
blew. fo.r their solution on electronic ocaputers, the theory of al-
gorithmication of various control processes, and the various math-
ematical methods of finding ortimum solutions. Of hia theoretical
and practical Importance is the developent of automatic prograun-
ing of problems for digital computers, aiming at entrusting the
machine with increasinaly con~plex forms of statement and preparation
of problems. A nmber of programming devices which prepare working
programs for computers hnm been constructed on the basis of the op-
erator method propoted by A. A. Iyapunov in 1953. An international
leanua;ie of pro3rammdn (AWCOL) has been developed, whose function
it to facilitate the exchange of problem solution algorithmn on the
international scale.

The mebhods of automatic programing presently assure tho
poscibility of deui!ning problems for computers using mathematical
formulas or verbal expressions which determine the methods of nolu-
tion without the need for a detailed description of the solution
proce9saes in the form of elementary operating sequences. In the long
range vtew, the development of automatic programdnr, and the struc-
ture of ciputers swould permit the solution by these computers of
nomputation, logical, and physical problems posed by the conditions
alcne. The computer should automatically select the optimum method
of solution, determine the seamence and the required calculation
variants, analyze the results, and present thez in a convenient and
generalized atoi. The general theory of programing ini'ormation
processig operations may be deemed to include the mathematical
methods of selecting the optimum solutions in the process of con-
trolling complex aisemblies. The process of finding a solution in
the general case includes the ovaluation of the information about
the assewbly., detern-tnation of procedure (strategy) suitable to the
purpose of cOtrol, and the elaboration of control commands which
determine the individual actions of the active elements. The spec-
trwa of processes associated with the finding of solutions is extremely
broad, and embraces all possible means of Information processing,
from the elementary reflex reactions typical of the simplest control
systems to the creative think•ing processes of san. FM the mathema-
tical standpoint, the purposive Pf.mctiontig of control ystems
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F~ratualand artificial) represent .s a process of minimising, at each7

step of control,, sov function of the system's state. This funotion
constitutes the criterion of the quality or the purpose of control of
a given eystsm. Within the framework of practical aybernetics, a
considerable degree of development has been wzperienoed by the mathu-
atical methods of seeking optiaon solutions such as linear and auto-
mati& prograning, as well as the theory.of bas servioe, theory of
games, etc. These methods ane used not only in the military and ecob-
omoo administration fields, but also in the planning and analysis of
physical wcperimente, constrnction of math•matical models, and the
study of various physical processes and systems (16, 17).

Among important achievements of cybernetics we find the devel-
opiment of a unified approach to the study of various information pro-
cessing systems by means of breaking down theme processes into the
elementary acts ihich, as a rule, represent the alternative choices
("yeas" or "no"). A systematic application of this approach permits
one to formalize the more complex processes of the intellectual
activity of man, mnd to describe in detail and in a univocal manner
(i.e., algorithmize), the worklng processes of various control
systems.

Among the i.mortant tasks of this branch of cybernetics is
the .tudy of the nat:i)re of learning prooesses and creative thinking
.ax -.=nan, •d the reproduction of sinilar processes in electronic
maehines. Lxperirfents carried out in this direction aim at study-
ing and modelling in the machine of the heuristic and intuitive
solutions of problems, as well as analyzing the trial-and-error
methode with a division of the overall problem into separate sub-
problems with automatic scanning of the intermediate stages, togeth-
er with the means of their attainent. Of great interest to the solu-
tion of this problem is the work concerned with reproduction of
various associative memory systems w•rich wwl•d permit an autowatic
f-inding and integration of :nformation content.

The thnog of_control ssvatems deals with the general Infor-
mational and physical principles of the structure of control systems
of different kinds and purposes. In the broad sense, a contr-,I system
is ewy piysical object which prforms the function of puxrpowive pro-
co-rsing of Iniormatioa.

The following main classes of control systems can be distin-
ui.shed: a) biolgical systems for the storage and transmis.lon of

hereditary in!oxmation; b) control systems in living organimis
which seoure the organism's reflex activity; c) the brain as the
uran of thouigh d) automatic if'ormation processing systems used
in technology;,--e eoonomic and other social information processing
systems; and f), humanity as a separate system performing the function

ofinformation processing in the process of the development of saientj.
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The theory of automata, which is a special branch of cybernet.-
icu, deals 'with abstract discrete action systems which reflect the
information&l. properties of various classes of real systems. A conspic-
uous part Is. the theoz7' of automata is played by the constrction of
mathematio&2 models of the brain's neuron networks as a basis for studying
the thought mechanism and the structure of the brains which is
capable of sensing and processing a vast amount of information in an
organ charsoterized by small volume, negligible expenditure of energ,
and extreme14 high reliability (2, 3, 15).

An a•Mlysis of various control systtes shows that their struc-
ture has two principles in comon: the feedback, and the multistage
(hierarchic) principles of control. The presence of feedback from
the active to the control elements makes it possible !or the control
system to take constantly into account the actual state of the whole
system, as woll as the influence of the environment. The hierarchic
principle oi control assures an economy of structure and stability
of function in the system. It describes the structure of a multi-
stage system in wich direct control of the active element is accom-
plished by a mechanism of a lower order itself subject to control by
a mechaniou of the second order. which in turn is controlled by a
mechanism cot the third order, etc.

The nwnifestations of the above principles in real control
systems are extremely complex, forming a large number of interrelated
and cross-lirked levels of control in which the hierarchic nature of
control becomes relative. Here various elements belonging to the
lower levels of control may exert a controlling influence on the ele-
ments of a higher level of control, while commanications between the
elements it not clearly defined, but rather have the character of
probability. The characteristic property of such systems is their
complexity which precludes the possibility of their description and
analysis on the sole basis of the knowledge of behavior of its in-
dividiial eletents. The task of cybernetics consists in creating
special methods based on the use of integral characteristics (e.g.,
the degree of, organization) and structural characteristics (hier-
archy of control, system of feedbacks) for describing complex
systems.

The organic union of the principles of feedback and control
hierarchy confers upon control systems a property of ,'ultrastabili-
ty" *ich e.•ables them to find automatically the optimum conditions
of operation and adaptation to the varying external conditions.
These principlee constitute the basis of the biological evolution
of species, end form the foundation of the development, learning,
and acquisition of experience by living organisms in the course of
their existace. Gradual development and accumulation of conditioned
reflexes represents an increase in the level and complexity of control

j.in pr.Lnitive living systesms.



The •for.cuiAoned £eoc•,ck and hierarchic principles of
control are also ut±lizod in construction of complax technological
control systems, and in organization of control in society (1,2,3).

Knowledge gained in the study of control systets can be sys-
tematized in the form of a general schew which describes the order
of study of these systmms in a variety of fields. The process of
investigation of control systaus is sub-divided into two main stages: Macro-
and r'icro- approaches to a given control system. The former is
cnaracterized by the fact that the control system is considered from
a purely functional point of view. This incl'4.es the input and output
strE2c&ra of information, the means of coding this information, and
the regiulsrity of action of the control system under eiven conditions.
Following this macroscopic or functional study,, a detailed study of
the internal structure of the system becomes necessary. Here we learn
about its component parts or elemaeits, the ways in which they are
intesconnectedp how the individual elements work, etc. A full des-
cription of the system's functioning can be Ziven on the basis of
these results. Ln other words, we can construct an algorithm of the
systwuls work. Algorithmziation of the control system itself consists
of a description of the order of its work, and tVe actions performed
by its parts are considered as elements. It frequently happens that
the microscopic approach is transformed into the macroscopic approach
in the process, since -he microscopic approach to the study of the
system as a Whole also embraces the macroscopic aspect of the func-
t.iouinZ of its component parts. Frequentlv the component parts iso-
latod in the course of study represent complex control systems in
their own right, and the micro-approach to the study of the Ahole
system is transformed into the macro-approach to the study of one
of ite parts.

Algorithmization of the control system itself, i.e., a de-
tailed description of the order of its action should not be confused
with the disclosure of the algorithm of the systsia itself. The latter
determines the way in which the system processes the information fed
into it from outside, and what its output is in any fiven case. Con-
sequently, we have to distinguish two algorithms: that to which the
system is subject, and that which the system determines itself.

Two types of problems arise in connection with the study of
control systeras: analysia of their structure, and my.nthesis, using
given elements, of systems capable of carrying out a given algorithm.
Ile common requirements ares attainment of the necessary speed,
s,,curacy, the smallest possible number of elements, and reliability
of action. In order to evaluate the degree of organization of com-
plex control mechanisms, use is made of a special quantitative cri-
terion characterized by the amount of information which it is nece-
scary to introduce in order to secure the transition of a control
ystem from the orlgnarl disordered state Into the required organized

-- 12 -



ottate.

Of particular interest are self-organizing systems which have
the property of spontaneous transition fran any given initial state
into a given stable state corresponding to the nature of external
,stinuli. In the general case, the state of such systems chanees ran-
dctly under the influence of external oim, li. Thanks to the presence
of the hierarchic nature of control And of feedback, these systems
pur~oaively select stable states corresponding to the external stSm-
uli,

The property of organization can manifest itself only in
typtems having a redimdancy of structural elements and a random
nharactor of communication between them, changing as a result of the
Lnteraction between the system and the environment. Icamples of
quch systema are veen in the neuron networks of the brain, various
types of -colonies of living or~gnisms, certain complex self-organi-
ming econoaic or administrative systems, and some artificial self-
carganizing dwvices of the perceptron type, etc. (see Lea ntna mach-
ines).

In addition to the information aopects, cyberetics is also
concerned with the study of the general physical principles underly-
ing the construction of control syetemsfron the standpoint of their
c apacity to sense and process information. This includes the studies
of the relationship between the size of control systems and their
Ilr3tint; response speeds (limited by the speed of light), the Livii-
ting capacities of small control mechanisms to sense information
vnivocallX in connection with the appearance on that scale of the
laws of quant:wm physics, etc.

In its methods, cybernetics is a math%matical science which
alkes an extensive use of a varied mathematical apparatus in order

to describe and study, control systems. It is characteristic of
cybernetics to make use of mathematical modelling methods for mod-
cl]s g various control systems on universal programmed compute;L,8.
This method, based on a mathemiatioal description of the process
under study, also makes it possible to take into account the effect
of randora factors by means of representing them by random nwaber
sequences subject to appropriate laws (the •Nonte Carlo method).

In additior, to mathematical modelling, use is also maLde of
the various form, of physical modelling which consists in substi-
tutinp, the phenomena under study by other isomorphic (i.e., simi-
lar) phenomena wiich it is easier to reproduce and observe under
laboratory conditions. The method of modelling, which is based on
the cybernetic principle of the uniformity of, the laws of control
in any given control system, is of great theoretical importance.
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